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A collection of 130 letters between two women, one of whom works at a home for unwed mothers,
between 1947 and 1952. About near fine with tears from opening.

A collection of letters between two New England women, Clare Gomnes and Caroline DiOrio, written
between 1947 and 1954. It seems the two women are high school or college friends and write easily to
each other about their lives and jobs. Gomnes lives in Providence, Rhode Island and works for the Sophie
Little House, a home for unwed mothers, and DiOrio is in Boston and manages a counter at Jordan
Marsh. Caroline is a consummate shopper and finds things for Clare in Boston that are hard to find or
expensive in Providence. When Clare decides to collect antique buttons Caroline gleefully offers to help
her in her pursuit. They also talk about pets, family, politics, and day to day life. In one letter Clare writes,
the candidates are at it on the radio…Korean news is frightful isn’t it?”

Although some of the talk is casual and
friendly, many of the letters discuss Clare’s
work at the Sophia Little House. Here she
tells of the trials and tribulations that arise
when working with teenage girls, some as
young as 14, including long hours, runaways,
the high turnover rates, and incidents at the
home. In one letter she writes, “there are
three girls full term again! Where did they
come from all of a sudden? The low grade
(mentally) girl has had her baby and was no
worry at all at the end – Now the three full
terms! They are all 2nd pregnancies which
makes it more hazardous. So I didn’t get home
this week either. Fine thing.” Another reads,
“there are now 15 girls in the home. 9 have
had their babies and 6 to come. One born
Sunday morning. One due next Sunday and
2 the following Sunday. So you see there is
plenty to think about.” She often pontificates
on the quality of life the babies will have. In
one letter she writes, “I really pray they may
get the best out of life – but wonder.” Another
letter she reads, “the two little colored girls
will leave us so we will be 15 but there are two
more ready to come. So it looks as if we will
be busy again. A pity, isn’t it?”
The Sophia Little House began as a halfway house for released female prisoners in
1881 run by the Woman’s Society for Aiding
Released Female Prisoners and the Prisoners’
Aid Society. By 1915 it had been converted
to a home for unwed mothers. The home was
used as a facility for the girls, usually between
14 and 20, to have the child and then as a
place to house children during their first six
months before an adoption could be arranged.
Most recently the historic property has been
purchased by Johnson and Wales University.
An interesting collection of letters
documenting a woman’s work with a home
for unwed mothers in the late 1940s. A
selection of images follows. [BTC#434535]

